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The Reversed Field Pinch

Bφ ∼ Bθ is a characteristic feature of RFPs.
Bφ, Bθ vary on minor radius scale.

Affects magnetic field scale lengths: shear, curvature.

Madison Symmetric Torus:

minor radius: 52 cm

major radius: 1.54 m

Susceptible to global
tearing modes
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Experimental Motivation

Pulsed Poloidal Current Drive
(PPCD): high confinement
mode of operation in MST

Tearing modes (10-30 kHz)
supressed by reduction of
current gradients

Density fluctuations measured
with FIR diagnostics

Higher frequency fluctuations
observed during/after PPCD
cycle
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Gyrokinetics and the Gene1 code

Garbet et al., 2010

Kinetic equation reduced to 5D
by averaging over the gyrophase
angle.

Gene solves the gyrokinetic
Vlasov-Maxwell system of
equations

Gene features

flexible geometry

fully electromagnetic

local (flux-tube) and global

initial value and eigenvalue

linear and nonlinear
1http://www.genecode.org



Microinstabilities in MST edge

Gene simulations run for 200
kA PPCD; inclusion of B‖
fluctuations

ky scans performed at multiple
radial positions, further analysis
focused at r/a = 0.79

Strong destabilization of linear
modes outside the reversal
surface



Wavenumber spectra

ky scan at r/a = 0.79

Instability exhibits ωn (ωX ≡ R
X

dX
dr ) driven TEM character not far

from threshold for temperature gradient driven mode (ωn ' ωT for
experimental values)

Doubled density gradients clearly shows density gradient driven TEM
behavior



Gradient scans

Gradient scans performed at kyρs = 0.4 with finite collisionality to
determine linear instability drive

Strong dependence on ωn,
somewhat above critical
gradient

Dependence on ωTe , not as
strong as ωn

Consistent with density gradient
driven TEM near threshold of
temperature gradient driven
TEM (ηe ' 1)

Stabilized by ωTi



Ion temperature dependence

Finite dependence of instability
on ion temperature in nominal
parameter regime

Ti difficult to measure in MST

Additional linear analysis shows
weak dependence on β

βsim ' 1%,� βcrit
KBM for RFP



Nonlinear Time Trace

Initial nonlinear simulations
impeded by numerical
instabilities in the collision
operator

Collisions removed for ky = 0
mode for numerical stability

These simulations ignore
residual fluctuations from
tearing modes

Near critical gradient → small
heat flux

ωn = 2x experimental value



Transport properties

Transport almost entirely
electrostatic

B‖ contribution larger than A‖

Simulated diffusivity
(χsim

e = 0.6 m2/s) significantly
less than experimentally
measured χexp

e = 26.4m2/s



ne - B‖ Coherence

Φ-B‖ coupling observed in fusion
plasmas → ne-B‖ correlation

Also observed in MST PPCD
discharge
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Radial correlation of ne ,B‖

kyρs vs. complex phase angle, α



Magnetic Perturbations – Effect on Transport

Impose Gaussian perturbation in A‖ to model stochasticity from residual
tearing modes

Increased transport:
χsim

e = 15.1m2/s

Bx perturbation → weakened
zonal flow → increased transport

Comparison of transport with (dashed)
and without (solid) perturbation,

ωn = 150% experimental



Magnetic Perturbations – Effect on Zonal Flow

Zonal structures break up due to perturbation, as seen in Φ and ne

contours
Analogous to non zonal transition



Summary

Linear/nonlinear gyrokinetic studies of 200 kA PPCD discharge with
inclusion of B‖ contributions

200 kA discharge exhibits TEM instability near threshold

Nonlinear simulations show nontrivial transport due to B‖ fluctuations

Non-negligible correlation between ne and B‖ observed in MST,
duplicated in simulations

Strong zonal flows supress transport in initial simulations

Imposed magnetic perturbations lead to transport increase, modeling
effects of residual tearing modes


